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In 1998, when I started to research the Asian
hedge fund industry, I could identify 20
hedge fund managers physically based
within the region. Now GFIA estimates that
there are around 500, out of a total of around
750 Asian-specialised hedge funds globally.

Memories of the 1997 Asian crisis have
faded and the cities of South-East Asia are
again booming. The rise of China as the
world’s next superpower is the most
important macroeconomic phenomenon of
our lifetime. Japan is re-emerging on a
growth path. The sleepy giant of India is
awakening.

To many observers, the developed world
is beginning to look more risky than the
emerging world. Asia’s capital markets are
developing year by year, and the growth,
liquidity, inefficiencies, skill sets and investor
appetite are combining to make the Asian
hedge fund industry one of the most exciting
areas of the global investment landscape.

Asia has changed very rapidly from a
quirky but marginal backwater of the global
hedge fund industry to a critical source of
new capacity and diversified opportunities.
Today, in 2006, it plays by the same rules as
the rest of the global industry, and is
populated in part by the same players.

Growth will continue. Asian hedge fund
assets are only about seven per cent of the
global total, compared with the 15 per cent
global share enjoyed by Asia’s capital
markets. Major international hedge funds
are establishing trading and investment
desks on the ground to exploit the
opportunities, competing with Asia’s home-
grown giants – there are almost a dozen
indigenous billion-dollar funds – as well as
their smaller brethren and a steady stream
of start-ups.

Allocating to a hedge fund manager is the

result of a search for talent allied with
capacity, and this is no different in Asia. But
global allocators looking to managers in Asia
will find some different characteristics, some
driven by the youth of the industry, some by
the nature of the underlying capital markets,
and some cultural. 

Historically characterised by equity
strategies, the old adage that all Asian hedge
funds were “mutual funds with a
performance fee”, if it was ever really true,
has long ago been debunked. Allocators can
find virtually any shade of strategy they want
in this market, and with 14 different market
economies and their associated securities
markets, manager diversification within
similar strategies is also good.

The industry’s capital comes largely from
global investors, and the good Asian
managers conform to global best practice in
disclosure, systems and risk management.
The global prime brokers and administrators
servicing the industry reinforce the level of
comfort enjoyed by investors in the region.

Asian investors, long wary of investing
into local hedge funds, are beginning to
deploy capital. There are at least 20 funds of
funds run from within the Asian time zone,
not counting the increasing number of major
global funds of funds bowing to the
inevitable and opening research offices in
the region. ■

Peter Douglas

Peter Douglas is principal of GFIA
(www.gfia.com.sg), Asia’s oldest hedge fund
consulting firm, council member for
Singapore for the Alternative Investment
Management Association, and a member of
the advisory board of the Chartered
Alternative Investment Analyst Association.
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The most significant recent development in
the growth of the Asian hedge funds industry
is that global institutional investors are
increasing their allocation to Asian hedge
funds. This has helped the industry to grow
in terms of assets from about USD74bn at
the end of 2004 to close to USD100bn at the
end of last year, according to Eurekahedge.
This is a very significant increase, and I
expect continued growth of at least 20 per
cent, which by the end of this year will have
raised the volume of assets to between
USD120bn and USD140bn.

One important factor is a psychological
one – the rebirth of Asia following the 1997
economic and financial crisis. Over the past
couple of years it has been the key region of
the world for investing in growth. Compared
with the US and Europe, Asian hedge funds
are still relatively small, and obviously the
smaller size of the markets limits the size of
trades. However, the number of markets that
allow shorting or derivative-type instruments
is growing all the time, and capacity
restraints are lifting in tandem with the
development of Asian capital markets.

Institutional investors are coming to Asia
in search of higher returns that are no longer
available in their home markets. Worldwide,
hedge funds have seen increasing
allocations across the board as investors
have diversified away from traditional long-
only products, and alternatives have become
a more acceptable asset class than a few
years ago. This is promoting an
institutionalisation among both investors and
managers.

There has been a big focus on
operational issues among managers in Asia,
who have become more proactive in this

regard. Three to five years ago a new hedge
fund manager usually consisted of just one
or two people, whereas today funds are
often setting up with teams of five of ten
staff, including an operations manager and a
risk control manager. They are focusing on
putting the right tools, systems and
processes in place, a significant change
especially over the past year that’s been
driven to a large extent by the institutional
investors.

For the most part, Asian hedge fund
managers have extensive experience either
of managing money in-house or working on
proprietary trading desks. However, we are
now starting to see hedge fund managers
coming not just out of the traditional houses
but from hedge fund managers that have
established themselves over the years and
run billions of dollars. These people are now
setting up on their own, and are attracting a
lot of the money coming into Asia at the
moment.

These trends can only intensify as Asian
institutional investors themselves start to
invest in alternatives. In some cases there
are still restrictions, but these are being lifted
to a large extent, and some of the bigger
pension players in centres like Hong Kong
and Singapore, and even Japan, are making
allocations to hedge funds.

In Australia, only a small amount of the
total funds market has been allocated to
alternative investments. If they increase
allocations to the level of European investors
and US endowments, that represents quite a
lot of money. Allocations are still relatively
small, but they are increasing quickly, and
this is likely to be a major source of new
money for the industry in the future. ■

H S B C
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The institutionalisation
of Asia’s hedge funds

By Colin Lunn

Colin Lunn is head of sales and
client relationship for Asia
Pacific at HSBC’s Alternative
Fund Services in Hong Kong



Three trends in the Asian hedge funds
industry should prove to be of particular note
to Prime Services providers during 2006.

These trends are: the continued growth in
assets employed by hedge funds in the
Asian space and the number of funds
employing them; the increased sophistication
of funds both in terms of breadth of activity
and complexity of products they require, and
finally, the continually changing and
challenging regulatory environment unique to
the Asian region. 

Firstly, the growth in assets employed in
the region, across all strategies, has been
impressive in recent years, rising from USD
16bn in 2000 to USD 90bn in 2005 according
to Eurekahedge. Also during that period, the
number of single manager funds dedicated
to Asian markets has grown from
approximately 180 to 650 (Eurekahedge).
There are around forty hedge funds based in
Europe or the US that have opened offices in
the region, ranging from research hubs in
low cost countries to substantial operations
with local portfolio management and trading
capabilities. Investors continue to be
increasingly interested in equity focused
offerings. 

Despite that growth, Asia Pac hedge
funds still make up a smaller proportion of
the world’s hedge fund market cap than the
capitalisation of the regional markets might
indicate. Most commentators expect this gap

will continue to narrow through 2006, placing
pressure on Prime Services providers to
expand their coverage capabilities.

The second key trend is the increasing
sophistication of hedge funds in the region in
terms of accessing new asset classes and
growth opportunities outside the more
traditional long/short arena. This follows the
dual trends seen in the US and Europe of
funds aggressively targeting alpha in areas
such as private equity, and in utilising far
more structured product solutions beyond
traditional equity asset classes. This requires
a more integrated approach from Prime
Services providers drawing on a range of
asset class and product offerings across
their platforms – in effect acting as the
gateway into their firms for hedge fund
clients.

Finally, from a regulatory perspective, Asia
remains a challenging environment in which
a Prime Services provider must operate. The
regulatory regimes of the numerous markets
in the region are developing at differing rates
driven in large part by domestic concerns.
Similarly, the various regulators have differing
levels of familiarity with the hedge fund
industry. Although it is possible to say that at
a macro level the changes seen in 2005
were broadly positive, the large number of
jurisdictions in the region ensure that
providers will be kept on their toes through
2006. ■

D E U T S C H E  B A N K
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Key trends 
in the Asian hedge

funds industry
By Greg McCafferty, 
Managing Director, 

Prime Services & Synthetic Equity, 
Deutsche Bank, Hong Kong



As hedge funds focused on Europe and
North America labour to achieve lacklustre
returns, the attention of managers, allocators
and investors is turning to Asia, where a
combination of vibrant economic growth and
increasingly sophisticated capital markets is
creating an industry that could be worth
USD250bn by the end of the decade

If Asia was ever the poor relation of the
global hedge fund industry, those days are
long gone. The assets of Asia-focused funds
have grown fivefold over the past three
years, from barely USD20bn in 2002 to an
estimated USD100bn at the end of last year,
and some industry players believe the total
could reach USD250bn by 2010. According to
figures from Singapore-based research firm
Eurekahedge, there were nearly 660 Asia-
focused hedge funds – including Japan and
Australia – in November last year, an
increase of almost 20 per cent from six
months earlier.

This remarkable growth rate has been
assisted by a convergence of factors, notably
the emergence of China as an economic
power and the rebirth of Japan after a slump
lasting more than 15 years, amid a general
economic rebound across a region that now
appears fully recovered from the political,

economic and financial crisis that afflicted
many East and South East Asian countries in
the late 1990s.

This is happening at a time when a
downturn in hedge fund returns in Europe
and North America has prompted investors
and managers alike to cast their net more
widely in search of alpha. A wave of money,
for the most part from institutional investors,
has flowed into both the funds of new
managers and those of well-established
hedge fund firms from abroad that have
recognised the increasing importance – and
profitability – of Asia by establishing a
presence in the region.

Says Peter Douglas, principal of hedge
fund consultancy GFIA and the AIMA council
member for Singapore: “Inefficiencies in
Asian capital and information markets are
creating good returns, and in the near term
these returns are being amplified by good
market liquidity. Investors should expect both
returns and volatilities to be higher, strategy
by strategy, in Asia than in a developed
market. However, the universe of Asian
managers is less and less directional, and
increasingly able to capture returns from a
wider range of opportunity sets.

“The big trend is the big global USD5bn-

F U N D  M A N A G E R  O V E R V I E W
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Asia’s hedge funds
industry comes of age
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plus hedge funds setting up trading and
investment operations in Asia. Ochs-Ziff,
Rohatyn, Ritchie Capital are already
established, and there will be quite a few
more of those. The service providers
obviously love them, because they’re big-
ticket business straight out of the door. The
big global investors like them because they
know the names and the people, and that
risk management is in place. This will be the
most important flow of people and dollars
over the next 12 months.”

The arrival of established US or European
managers has boosted the development of
the region’s own twin centres for hedge fund
management and servicing, the well-
established financial hub of Hong Kong and
its smaller but faster-growing rival in
Singapore. At present more than half of all
Asian hedge fund assets are managed from
the UK and the US, but many industry
participants expect the balance to shift
steadily toward centres within the region.
Currently GFIA estimates that there are about
500 funds managed from within Asia (out of
a total of 750 investing in the region),
including not only the established centres
but other countries including Korea, Thailand,
Malaysia and Indonesia.

This is especially likely, they say, as a
combination of experienced professionals
coming into the region from abroad and the
increasing liquidity and sophistication of
Asian capital markets helps to enlarge the
investment focus of hedge funds away from
long/short equity – usually with a long bias –
that currently accounts for 66 per cent of the
industry, and multi-strategy and distressed
debt, which account for a further 18 per cent,
according to Eurekahedge.

The entry of new players into the market
and an enlargement of the strategy range
may also trigger greater competition in the
Asian market for hedge fund administration,
which is today largely dominated by three
players – HSBC, Fortis and Citco. Unlike in
markets elsewhere in the world, there are
currently few signs of the emergence of
locally-based niche players to take on the
global giants.

Experienced members of the hedge fund
industry interviewed for this special report
caution that it can be unhelpful to view Asia
as a single monolithic market when rules

governing areas such as taxation of fund
managers, permitted investment strategies
for pension funds, the ability of retail
investors to access hedge fund products,
stock borrowing and the use of derivatives
often vary from country to country.

Nevertheless, they acknowledge that an
overarching trend toward liberalisation of
asset management and investment can be
identified across the region, and there is
unanimous agreement that there is still
plenty of room for expansion of the hedge
fund industry. The Asian-Pacific region may
account for some 15 per cent of the world’s
aggregate equity market capitalisation, but
the region’s share of hedge fund assets is
barely half that, according to Eurekahedge.

Says Andrew Mascall-Robson,
commercial director of Fortis Prime Fund
Solutions (Asia) in Hong Kong,
“Economically Asia is booming, the markets
are maturing, there is a great deal of
interest, and the markets are moving
forward, even if they have a bit if a way to
go. It’s the place to be, which is why
everyone’s being drawn here as if by
magnets. I don’t think it would be too
foolhardy to predict a figure of USD250bn
by 2010.”

By far the fastest growth in assets since
2000 been in the Greater China region –
hardly surprising, Eurekahedge notes, since
it has been producing annual returns of
more 18 per cent over that period, the best
performance of any Asian market. However,
some 30 per cent of Asian hedge fund
assets are focused solely on the Japanese
market.

F U N D  M A N A G E R  O V E R V I E W
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www.primefundsolutions.com

You might need a bank
to do your administration.

Prime Fund Solutions is the brand name under which 
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The long-awaited rebound in Japan is fuelling
the growth of the Asian hedge fund industry.
With long/short equity with a long bias
continuing to dominate the Japanese hedge
fund market, it’s no surprise that investors
should be attracted by a market that
outperformed most in 2005. Morgan Stanley’s
benchmark index posted a return of some 20
per cent for the past year, compared with
nine per cent for European funds and five
per cent for US funds.

Japan long/short and market neutral have
represented by far the largest share of Asian
hedge fund strategies, although this retreated
for a while during the second half of 2004.
Assets then grew by no less than 25 per
cent in the first six months of 2005, from
USD23.05bn to USD28.86bn. The inflow of
assets paused in the second half of the year
but has since resumed. This follows a stellar
year in 2004, when Japanese funds
accounted for more than 40 per cent of all
asset flows to Asia. Overall, assets in Japan-
focused funds have increased by more than
80 per cent over the past two years.

While the rest of Asia was booming in the
early to mid-1990s, Japan was mired in a 15-
year slump. There was little interest from
hedge funds because little was happening
economically and the stock market was as
much as 75 per cent off its peak. But now
it’s the flavour of the month in the markets,
which are focusing not just on short-term
movements but on economic and structural
factors, as well as a much greater degree of
political stability than it has enjoyed in the
past decade-and-a-half. There have been
blips during that period, when Japan flattered
to deceive, but the recovery is definitely for
real this time. 

Meanwhile, Japanese investors have
turned to alternatives such as hedge funds.

Some pension funds have been forced to
turn to alternative investments because rock-
bottom interest rates left them with the
prospect of being unable to meet their
obligations to beneficiaries, although
momentum will only really gather pace when
the government pension fund takes the lead.

Internationally, the level of demand for
Japanese long/short equity funds has now
outstripped the supply of institutional-quality
funds, and the rush to embrace the sector
has left behind over-cautious investors who
were reluctant to commit to Japan after the
years of stock market decline. Four or five
years ago, institutional investors could have
had the pick of almost any Japanese hedge
fund, but most held off until Japan started
outperforming other global markets in 2004.
There were only a handful of domestic funds
in the mid-1990s, mostly managed by
foreigners, but their number and quality have
grown substantially in recent years.

The potential for further growth remains
strong, especially given the exceptional
liquidity Japan enjoys. At nearly USD6bn, the
total size of its equity market is more than
half of that of the rest of Asia combined, its
fixed income market is almost as large as
that of the rest of the region, and daily equity
market turnover averages some USD14bn.

With barely 100 hedge funds focused
purely on Japan, compared with nearly 600
that wholly or largely target Asia, the country
is relatively under-supplied with hedge funds
– and investment professionals that have
handled the difficult years of market
downturn are likely to be well equipped with
the skills to thrive now that the outlook for
Japan is at last looking sunny. ■

Andrew Mascall-Robson is commercial
director at Fortis Prime Fund Solutions (Asia)
in Hong Kong

F O R T I S
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Mascall-Robson believes that the industry
is benefiting from the gradual emergence of
a domestic investor base, especially as
regulatory or cultural barriers to the use of
hedge funds by institutions come down. He
says: “The Asia Pacific hedge funds industry
has long been in thrall to the fact that the
major part of its investors were been located
outside the region, in Europe. A vibrant
domestic investor community makes for a
much more healthy capital base. The larger
the domestically-sourced asset base, the
more stable the industry is likely to be.”

Robert Grome, who is also based in Hong
Kong as Asia Pacific leader with the
PricewaterhouseCoopers Investment
Management Industry Group, notes that
hedge fund investment by pension funds
across the region remains “embryonic”. He
says: “It’s not happening on any large scale.
There is some allocation, but for the most
part pension funds are not investing in
hedge funds at all.”

However, he does see evidence that the
industry is starting to tap local sources of
capital. “Some of my hedge fund clients have
attracted some local money,” he says.
“Family offices are increasingly springing up
in Asia, which represents a new breed of
institutional investor. And there is some
pension fund money going into hedge funds
from a handful of investors like the Hong
Kong Jockey Club.”

Brian MacDougall, executive director of
Hong Kong-based fund of hedge funds
manager Oria Capital, estimates that as little
as five per cent of investment into Asian
hedge funds actually comes from the region,

and most of that from Japanese institutions.
“Typically investment is coming from funds of
funds, family offices and institutions in
Europe, which accounts for up to 65 per
cent of the total, although the US share is
growing and probably accounts for some 25
per cent.

“The share of Asian capital is increasing,
but slowly. A lot of institutions here are
family offices as well – there’s a lot of
overlap – and they have so much exposure
to the region already through businesses
and private equity that they’re not necessarily
looking to make additional Asian
investments. A lot of hedge fund interest
here comes more from individuals than
institutions.” In the same way that US and
European investors are diversifying into Asia,
he argues, it’s logical for Asians to diversify
out of the region.

While the influx of institutional money has
prompted an increased degree of
professionalism among Asian hedge fund
managers in terms of compliance and risk
controls, MacDougall says that outside
investors may not be able to insist on the
same requirements for managers that they
would expect at home. He says: “They’re not
going to find the structure that they would in
Europe or the US. Investors coming into Asia
have to rethink their guidelines.

“If they want a hedge fund that’s been
around for three years and has USD200m to
USD300m – sorry, they’re too late. Managers
who’ve been around two or three years with a
decent track record are closed, and for many
of them, USD200m-USD300m is all they’re
taking. So investors have to look at funds with
USD25m to USD75m, and managers with only
six to 18 months’ track record. That means
spending a lot of time doing due diligence on
their past. That’s where having relationships
within the region is so important, because
they must assess the background of the
manager, where he came from, what he was
doing there, and whether he’s qualified to do
what he’s doing now.”

Grome believes Asian hedge funds are on
the verge of a major expansion of their
investment scope. “As the derivatives pool
opens up we’re going to see more complex
strategies,” he says. “Between 60 and 70 per
cent of funds to date have been long/short
equity, which is not complex at all, and in

F U N D  M A N A G E R  O V E R V I E W
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A new series of investible indices is set to
take advantage of growing interest in Asian
hedge funds in Europe and other parts of
the world. US investment adviser Maxam
Capital Management is launching three
regional indices on March 1 in conjunction
with the Singapore-based research firm and
index provider Eurekahedge, targeting
smaller institutions, pension funds and other
non-individual investors outside the United
States.

According to Maxam managing director
Rosemary Gilchrist, the range is starting with
three indices covering Japan, Asia, and
global emerging markets, but it may
subsequently be expanded to incorporate
other types of index product, such for
instance investible indices covering global
emerging market debt or equity managers.

The three launch indices are MaxEureka
Asia, which will include Japan, Australia and
New Zealand, MaxEureka Japan, which
features managers with Japan-only
mandates, and MaxEureka Global Emerging
Markets, which will cover emerging Asia,
emerging Americas, Eastern Europe, Russia,
the Middle East and Africa. Each index will
initially select managers with an audited
track record of at least one year on the basis
of size of assets under management.

Gilchrist, who joined Maxam last
November from Tremont Capital
Management, where she was a senior vice-
president and director of insurance, says the
new series is designed to complement the
current spectrum of global investible hedge
fund indices in the marketplace. “We’re not
seeing anything very similar to this type of
passive index product,” she says. “Many of
the larger investible indices have exposure to
the US markets only.”

The indices will be equally weighted, and
will be launched with the top 30 managers
by asset size in each category, although

Gilchrist says that the number of managers
may rise to as many as 50 by the end of the
year. The products will have monthly liquidity
with 60 days’ notice and a minimum
investment of USD250,000, although Maxam
expects that most investments will come in
at more than USD1m.

The indices will not be available to
investors in the US. Says Gilchrist: “We’re
talking to some of the major banks in Europe
about distribution, to institutions in Asia, the
Middle East and Europe. We have seen a
tremendous amount of interest, particularly
over the past six to 12 months, for products
including hedge funds that are not investing
in US or Western European equities.”

New funds can be added as and when
they become eligible and have been subject
to due diligence by Maxam, which is also
responsible for risk management. “Unlike
with some other products out there, a fund
that closes to new money will remain in our
index,” she says. “It’s our experience in more
than 20 years of hedge fund investing that
when a fund closes, it does reopen again, as
we’ve seen with some bigger-name hedge
funds in recent months.”

Gilchrist says this is particularly true in
emerging markets like Asia, where the
underlying capital markets are themselves
becoming more liquid. “That’s another
reason why we’re seeing opportunities here.
Ten years ago, an emerging markets hedge
fund manager wasn’t really shorting
anything, because there wasn’t any liquidity
in the markets to short.

“Now they can borrow stocks, there are
more stocks trading in local currencies, and
there’s also a lot more debt available in local
currencies. We hope these products will
grow in tandem with the hedge fund
managers in the region. They will also help
build the industry by getting capital to some
smaller managers.” ■

I N D E X  P R O D U C T S
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many cases it’s without much in the way of
leverage. We’ll see a lot more playing of
options and contracts for difference, trying to
access markets and short stocks or use
some sort of derivative such as index
options or stock options.

“As the investable pool becomes bigger,
we’re already seeing the beginnings of more
complex funds. And I don’t think the
Americans are coming here just to play the
equity markets. They’ve already been
operating at a very sophisticated level for 10
years or more, and this is where they have
such an advantage. They’ll be bringing
some of these new products, most of which
are the creation of investment banks – and
the investment banking presence in Asia is
itself several times larger than it was 10
years ago.”

Allan MacLeod, head of hedge funds at
Edinburgh-based asset manager Martin
Currie, says that constraints on shorting
stocks do have an impact on the kind of
strategies used by managers in Asia, but
argues that long bias is down to bullish equity
markets as much as the absence of
alternatives. He says: “In a number of markets
you physically can’t short, like Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines, so
you’re either long or not there at all.

“The main markets where you can short
are Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea
and Australia. It’s not like the UK, the US or
Japan, where you can go long of any stock
or short of every stock. That structure lends
itself to a long bias. But in the long term,
everyone is reasonably bullish about the
prospects for Asia, increasingly so for Japan
and very much so for China, so you would
expect them to have a long bias over time.”

Nevertheless, MacLeod says that Martin
Currie’s four Asian-focused hedge funds –
two investing in Japan using different styles,
one covering Asia ex Japan and one Greater
China – are able to find both long and short
investment ideas. He says: “At the moment
we’re net long in all four funds, but for a
long time we were flat or net short in Japan.
When we launched the Asia fund just over
three years ago, there was still a bear
market and we were net short for the first
six months. As in Europe or the UK, it
depends on our view on the market and on
individual stocks.”

An increase in multi-strategy funds is
already evident, according to Douglas. He
says: “The multi-strategy approach is gaining
some traction, understandably, because
Asian capital markets are quite constrained,
and it enables managers to create more
capacity, because they can go to wherever
the liquidity is. As a business model, multi-
strategy makes a lot more sense. Even some
of the big new players coming in are saying:
‘There’s going to be interesting stuff in Asia,
but that interesting stuff will be different from
year to year, so we’ll take a multi-strategy
approach to it.’”

Adds MacDougall: “While hedge funds
tend to be long here and it’s often difficult to
short, that’s not to say that they don’t
provide alpha. You provide alpha here by
your relationships. They have to be very
good and at quite a high level, and
secondly, you must have people on the
ground in the area in which you’re
managing. If we looked at a pan-Asian multi-
strategy fund we’d probably run away,
because there are one, at most two, who
have the infrastructure in the different
countries they invest in to add alpha.

“It’s only possible by having people on the
ground with the relationships, doing the
legwork and going into the companies. In
many countries you can’t go into Bloomberg
and find out what companies have been
doing. You find it out by going to visit them,
going through their paperwork and looking at
their sales, their income, their expenses, and
what’s in the pipeline. Only then can you
assess whether or not the company is worth
investing in.” ■
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The time has come for hedge funds in Asia.
Following the emergence of the industry in
the US and its recent growth in Europe, Asia
is now the rising star of the global industry
– in particular vibrant up and coming
markets such as India. As a result,
increasing numbers of established European
and US houses are moving into Asia and
setting up shop. Many have tried to manage
Asian strategies from Europe and the US in
the past, but they’ve decided that the market
is now big enough to justify a local
presence.

This trend is partly attributable to the fact
that Asian hedge funds have produced
greater returns than those in other parts of
the world over the past year. Investors are
looking for new sources of alpha and believe
it is easier to achieve this in Asia. The only
downside is that as an up and coming
market, Asia is not as sophisticated or
experienced as other regions, and there are
not many fund strategies on offer. The
majority of funds are long/short equity,
making it difficult for investors to diversify
their portfolio.

Some observers argue that because Asian
capital markets are limited in size, hedge
funds in the region are in danger of running
into capacity constraints, for example in the
area of stock lending. They’re perhaps
forgetting about Japan, which earlier this year
shrugged off a USD300m decline in market
capitalisation from one week to the next. 

There are certainly limitations at the
moment to stock lending and to some
capital market instruments. Many hedge
fund managers who focus on a particular
country or region are reaching a point
where they feel they have reached their
capacity because it is becoming

increasingly difficult to find alpha. What they
often do is start a new strategy, for example
with a Pacific Rim or a more global focus, in
order to absorb additional capital. But this is
far from uniform across the industry, with
some managers saying they can invest only
up to USD500m in a particular country,
while others have no problem investing
more than double that.

There is a shift in talent underway in Asia
from the investment banks to the new hedge
fund houses that are setting up. Despite a
large pool of talent there, one difficulty in
Japan is the tradition of loyalty toward
employers, which makes it hard for people to
announce that they are resigning to start a
hedge fund. However, this problem is
counterbalanced by moves on the part of
increasing numbers of Japanese institutions
to set up a hedge fund or strategy.

As the market matures, hopefully Asia will
see a broadening of the range of hedge fund
strategies. Established European and US
managers coming into the region are
bringing with them experience of different
strategies, which is important for the Asian
market because there is a real need for
hedge funds to be able to diversify their
investments. At the moment, you can count
the number of credit arbitrage funds in the
region on two hands. Greater variety would
do much to attract important classes of
investors such as funds of hedge funds.

Citco recognised these trends a couple of
years ago, along with the need for more
sophisticated service providers in the region,
and has built the right skill set by transferring
talents from outside the region to service the
Asian market. ■

Theo Splinter is managing director of
Citco Fund Services (Australia) in Sydney.
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As in many areas of business, Singapore
and Hong Kong are competing for
dominance in Asia’s fast growing hedge fund
industry, with the Lion City trying to attract
new managers through easier registration
procedures and greater tax clarity. But the
two centres are in competition for business
not only with Tokyo but Sydney, London and
New York.

Singapore and Hong Kong have been
competing for decades for the title of the
principal business hub in Asia outside Japan,
so it’s no surprise to find them going head to
head to attract hedge fund managers
seeking to capitalise on a global surge of
demand for products focusing on the region.

Hedge fund managers, service providers,
researchers and consultants say that, belying
the country’s popular international reputation
for caution and excessive rule-making, the
financial regulator, the Singapore Monetary
Authority, has put in place an attractive and
flexible legal and regulatory environment that
has been increasingly successful in luring
new managers to the region, especially start-
ups.

Hong Kong has a longer history as a
centre for hedge fund management and
services and still enjoys a lead over its rival
to the south, but industry observers say its
competitive position has been undermined,
at least temporarily, by a slow and
bureaucratic approval procedure for new
firms and by uncertainty over the tax status
of fund management firms that is only now
being resolved.

However, the two jurisdictions are far from
the only options for managers investing in
the region. Indeed, together with Australia

and Japan, they still only account for about
43 per cent of the assets of Asia-focused
hedge funds; the UK and the US between
them account for more than 50 per cent,
according to Singapore-based hedge fund
research firm Eurekahedge, although its
researchers believe that the share of the
industry located in Asia will rise in the next
few years as local investors become a more
important part of the market.

In a report last year, Eurekahedge
identified the UK as the leading location for
the head office of Asian-focused managers
with 28 per cent of the market measured by
assets, followed by the US with 26 per cent,
Australia and Hong Kong with 16 per cent
each, Japan with six per cent and Singapore
with five per cent. In 2004, around 40 Asian
start-ups made their home in London and 19
in Singapore, the best score within the
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region. There were 13 start-ups in both Hong
Kong and Australia, the latter falling sharply
from 27 the previous year.

Drawing on data from Eurekahedge and
other sources, Singapore-based hedge fund
adviser GFIA estimated in a report last
November that 121 Asian-focused hedge
funds had their decision-making centre in the
UK, followed by 105 in China (mostly Hong
Kong, but including a handful in Shanghai),
86 in Australia, 84 in the US, 61 in Japan, and
60 in Singapore. In addition to 26 funds
managed from other jurisdictions including
Bermuda, GFIA identified six funds in
Malaysia, four in Taiwan and three each in
South Korea and Thailand.

Says Robert Grome, the Asia Pacific
leader for the Investment Management
Industry Group at PricewaterhouseCoopers:
“In terms of overall infrastructure, the hedge
fund administration business is bigger in
Hong Kong. The prime brokers have more
presence, and there are more hedge fund
managers than in Singapore. However, the
Singapore government has taken some
useful initiatives to make the country more
attractive as a hedge fund destination.

“Singapore has been a bit quicker and
more nimble. They get harshly criticised, but
strategically they saw the hedge funds
business as being important before the
Hong Kong government, which seemed a bit
anti-hedge funds after the currency crisis in
1998. Singapore probably saw a fundamental
change taking place in the funds industry
from the long-only world to a different world
of absolute returns.”

Grome believes it has taken time to
educate people in the Hong Kong
administration about the importance of the
sector, but notes that policy is now on the
right track. He says: “The government has
taken a long time to implement tax

legislation to make the presence of the
industry in Hong Kong more secure.
Because the tax rules governing funds had
not changed for many years, they gave rise
to some real exposures for hedge funds
operating out of Hong Kong. But by the end
of the first quarter new legislation should be
in place to provide more certainty for Hong
Kong hedge funds.”

There’s no black-and-white answer, Grome
argues, to the question of which jurisdiction
is currently more attractive. “It’s a very
competitive landscape,” he says. “Some
managers choose to go to Singapore, some
to Hong Kong. Some are driven by tax
reasons, others by lifestyle reasons, by the
quality of service providers, or by the
strength of infrastructure on the ground.
Some may be driven by what markets they
want to play in. Managers targeting greater
China or north Asia are more likely to set up
in Hong Kong, but those playing the south-
east Asian markets may prefer Singapore.
Frankly, there’s plenty of business for both
jurisdictions.”

Singapore’s efforts to smooth the path for
incoming managers may be striking a chord
with managers from outside the region who
have decided to set up an Asian presence,
according to Theo Splinter, managing
director of Sydney-based Citco Fund
Services (Australia). “Traditionally Hong Kong
has been the main hub, but it looks as
though the regulator in Hong Kong is
tightening regulation, while the regulator in
Singapore is being more flexible,” he says.

“As a result, the US and European houses
moving to Asia tend to set up in Singapore,
because it’s easier from a regulatory point of
view. People acknowledge that Hong Kong is
still the main centre in Asia for hedge funds,
but they point out that Singapore is only a
three-hour flight away.”
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Asia has been coming out of a fairly
devastating economic crisis that began in
1997 and lasted until at least 2002. During
that period, the equity side of the market
was dominated by traditional long-only fund
managers whose raison d’être was to chase
the index, and as the economy went down,
market performance was dreadful. As early
as 2000 and 2001 demand was growing for
absolute returns and fund managers who
could perform in adverse conditions.

Meanwhile, some of the factors that
contributed to the economic crisis in Asia
were being addressed. A number of
countries suffered from poor currency
policies, inadequate corporate governance
within companies, cronyism within
government, unwise lending by the banks
that was often associated with the cronyism
problem, and a general lack of transparency.
In the recovery phase starting in 2002-03,
there have been substantial efforts on the
part of governments, the stock markets and
listed companies to raise standards.

At the same time, a supply of new hedge
fund managers, principally in Hong Kong,
Singapore and Japan, has emerged among
people who previously worked for investment
banks or ran money. These new managers
were attracted by the reward structure of
hedge funds, often wanted to work in a
smaller, more entrepreneurial environment,
and had the confidence to do it on their own.

There was convergence of demand for
absolute return product and a supply of
people whose careers in investment banks
had stalled because of these economic
conditions, and saw the chance to set up
their own shop. At first it was a trickle; it
gradually became a flood from 2003 onward;

and for the past two years it’s been the
hottest game in town. Today Asia is
performing much better economically, before
one even mentions the China factor, which
rubs off on the whole region. And from north
to south, there is ongoing economic
liberalisation and deregulation of markets
such as derivatives – opening the door to
investment strategies no longer solely focused
on equities but also involving debt markets.

A proliferation of new instruments that
weren’t around five years ago are good tools
for hedge fund managers to play with, and
the currency markets are less fixed against
the US dollar than before. Hedge fund
managers see market opportunity in equities
and fixed income, a proliferation of derivative
products, more depth and liquidity in the
markets, and arbitrage opportunities.

This expansion in financial markets
throughout the region has also triggered an
influx into Hong Kong and Singapore of hedge
funds already active in the US that are now
setting up operations in the East Asian time
zone to play the local markets. As it becomes
harder to make money in US domestic
markets, Asia is seen to offer better pickings,
with greater market inefficiencies and more
inexperienced investors playing the market.

The two sets of players, the local boutiques
and the experienced foreign managers, have
been greeted by a flood of US and European
money into Asian markets from funds of
hedge funds, family offices, educational
endowments, sophisticated institutional
investors, and some private banks. In addition,
some wealth Asian private clients are starting
to make allocations to hedge funds, along with
a new breed of family offices and even a few
local pension funds. ■
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However, Splinter notes that Hong Kong
still has the edge in terms of market
infrastructure, and possible an advantage in
terms of geographical location. He says:
“Hong Kong is midway between Tokyo and
Singapore, and at the gateway to China, plus
all the prime brokers are in Hong Kong. They
are not all in Singapore yet, and for those
that are, their offices are still not close to
their size in Hong Kong.”

Colin Lunn, who is based in Hong Kong
as head of sales and client relationship for
Asia Pacific at HSBC’s Alternative Fund
Services, says: “Hong Kong retains its place
as the main centre and the place to be seen,
but Singapore is picking up a lot more small
managers, because it’s more flexible and a
lower-cost environment. This probably
reflects a recognition on the part of the
Monetary Authority of Singapore that there’s
a place for hedge funds in the market, and
that it’s up to the regulator to focus its
resources on systemic risk to the market
rather than actual investments.”

The Eurekahedge report notes that while
in both Hong Kong and Singapore managers
are required to register as investment
advisors before they are allowed to trade
securities, there remains “a startling
discrepancy in processing time. While it
takes a couple of weeks to register a start-
up in Singapore; it can take several months
in Hong Kong.

“This is a big issue for Japan-located
hedge funds as they need to have their
trading offshore, and more and more are
having their trading set up in Singapore
rather than in Hong Kong. This lag in
processing times has also much to do with
the arrival of big American funds opening
branches in Asia such as Tudor, Everest,
Moon Capital and most recently, the US-
based USD2 billion fund, Tribeca, started by
Citigroup, which chose Singapore to be its
Asian headquarters.”

The firm argues that the cost of
accounting, audit, tax and legal services,
marketing and human capital placement
remain significantly lower in Singapore than
in Hong Kong. For example, the report says,
Singapore legal costs for a simple
application for exemption from the standard
investment management licensing procedure
can be obtained for between USD6,000 and

USD8,000, while a full-blown licensing
application from Hong Kong would probably
require experienced legal advice costing
USD15,000 or more.

“In terms of localised presence, most of
the experienced institutional Asian hedge
fund professional expertise such as prime
brokers and administrators have stronger
operational bases in Hong Kong,”
Eurekahedge says. “However, there is a
growing trend of human capital shifting into
Singapore as well as strengthening local
branch services. HSBC’s alternative fund
services, for example, have a strong and
fully manned and serviced branch in
Singapore, as do the Singapore offices of
PricewaterhouseCoopers and Ernst & Young
in relation to fund audit.”

According to GFIA principal Peter
Douglas, Singapore’s more technocratic
approach to policy-making may have served
it well. He says: “The MAS has made a huge
and largely successful effort to engage with
the industry, with regulation that allows the
industry to function without throttling it.

“Hong Kong has been slightly more
confused in its execution. It’s much more
difficult to execute a concerted policy
because of a political environment that we
don’t have in Singapore, where there is an
administration but no real politics. Once
policy is determined, it can be carried it out
much more easily.”
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Says Allan MacLeod, the head of hedge
funds at Edinburgh-based asset manager
Martin Currie who previously spent 10 years
in Singapore: “There’s always been a Hong
Kong-Singapore rivalry. Hong Kong was the
dominant centre, but in the run-up to [the
territory’s handover to China in] 1997 a lot of
people were expected to flee down to
Singapore. A few people did, but I suspect
Hong Kong will remain in a very strong
position, especially as it’s obviously the
gateway to China.”

However, MacLeod is not convinced that
hedge fund managers necessarily need to
choose either centre. He says: “Martin Currie
successfully runs about USD20bn in assets
from the UK, of which well over half is
invested into Asia, so we firmly believe you
can do it from outside the region. We travel a
lot, and we have a lot of companies coming
through Edinburgh. There is no discernable
benefit to being there on the ground.”

However, he admits that there is one
exception to the rule. “The one market that’s
different is China, where we have an office in
Shanghai and a team on the ground
specialising in the domestic Chinese market.
It is very under-researched and inefficient,
and has just opened up to foreigners, who
are still only a tiny part of the market. So we
have a team on the ground to ensure we get
decent coverage. But everything else we do
from the UK.”

MacLeod is echoed by Julian Mayo,
investment director of London-based
Charlemagne Capital, who says: “As bottom-up
stock-pickers, our time is spent researching
companies, talking to them, and going through
spreadsheets. We talk to each of the
companies in our portfolio or watch list four
times a year, either here, through conference
calls, or on the ground. Some people ask
whether it would be better to be in Hong Kong
or Singapore, but with the best will in the
world, there’s a limit to the number of times
you can see a company. In addition, being in
London helps from a commercial perspective
because we’re close to our clients.”

HSBC’s Lunn notes that managers who
previously managed Asian investments from
outside the region are now establishing a
local presence. He says: “There are
managers who believe that being close to
the investors is still what counts, but they

are developing their Asian bases as well.
More than 60 managers are now opening up
in Asia. In any case, Asian investors
constitute a growing segment of the market.”

Andrew Mascall-Robson, commercial
director at Fortis Prime Fund Solutions (Asia)
in Hong Kong, says the established US and
European funds are simply recognising that
“there’s nothing more effective than being on
the ground. With funds of funds it may be
different, but for being in the right time zone,
for company visits, getting a handle on
who’s doing what, there’s nothing like being
in the middle of the action.”

PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Grome believes
that the trend will accelerate as capital
markets expand and the range of
opportunities available to managers opens
up. He says: “They’ll come to this time zone,
because the more there is to invest in, the
more people need to be closer. Stock-pickers
need to be here to do company visits and
get to know the management. It may be
possible to manage fixed income from a
more remote base, but with equity-related
product, you have to be on the ground to
understand the culture and how these
markets operate.”

GFIA’s Douglas agrees that the dominance
of London has at least levelled off and is
likely to diminish in the future. He says:
“Singapore’s advantage is that it is as close
to a perfect location for a knowledge-driven
business as it’s possible to get; Japan’s
growth, despite its high direct and frictional
costs, is probably attributable to the world’s
renewed appetite for Japanese assets, as
well as the increased social acceptability of
entrepreneurship in Japan. The rate of
manager formation has begun to pick up
again in Australia, in particular of managers
offering offshore product.

“London remains the global centre for
Asian hedge fund management, [but] in the
future, London and the US will lose market
share as the empirical evidence of better
returns from indigenous managers becomes
clearer, [while] the ratio of managers
between Hong Kong and Singapore will
remain broadly constant. The number of
managers based in Tokyo will increase very
significantly, and we will see more managers
in ‘peripheral’ locations such as Korea and
Taiwan.” ■
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Strategic Financial Solutions, the company
that created the PerTrac financial suite –
which includes the PerTrac Desktop Analytical
Platform, PerTrac Net, PerTrac Publishing and
Design and PerTrac Web – was established in
1996. Over the past decade, the flagship
PerTrac Desktop Analytical Platform has
become the world’s leading asset allocation
and investment analysis software, used by
more than 1,500 corporate, institutional and
private clients in 46 countries.

The company’s founders, Milt Baehr and
Frank Smith, who came from the alternative
investment market, created PerTrac because
at the time there was no open architecture
investment analysis platform geared to the
needs of the sector. Such limited analytics as
existed worked only with the proprietary
systems of data providers. There was no
platform that allowed one to bring in multiple
data sources, which is vital for a hedge fund
investor, because no single data source
captures all of the available fund information.
In fact, SFS completes a regular hedge fund
data study to shed light both on the universe
of hedge funds as well as the coverage by
data vendors.

PerTrac is particularly widely used by
funds of hedge funds, which use it for
manager screening, asset allocation, portfolio
construction and peer group analysis – all
the analysis functions they need to run their
business. It’s also used by funds of funds
and hedge funds to produce statistical
analysis of a fund and its competitors for
current and potential investors. In addition,
PerTrac is used by most of the major banks
and brokerages as well as family offices,
endowments and foundations.

SFS already has an office in Tokyo with
two sales and support staff, but it is about to
establish a presence in Hong Kong as well
in order to serve a growing client base in the

Asia-Pacific region, currently numbering
nearly 100. Hong Kong was chosen over
other potential locations in the region
because of SFS’s January acquisition of
Whittaker Garnier, the leading provider of
customer relationship management software
to the alternative investment market, which
has an existing office in Hong Kong.

The WG CMS product was a logical
acquisition target for SFS, since in addition to
fund analysis, managers and investors alike
need to manage contacts, documents and
information. They may have files spread over
many different computers, and incoming
communications going to a variety of
mailboxes. Often there’s not a good trail of
which documents have been sent out and
which have come in. Keeping track of this
information is important to an investment
manager in order to manage client
relationships better, and to investors in the
due diligence and ongoing monitoring
process. It makes it easier to run a business
and provides an audit trail for information. 

Asia is a vast area of opportunity because
alternatives are really taking off, hence the
need to boost sales and technical support in
the time zone. SFS has clients throughout
the region, and has donated software to
universities such as the National University
of Singapore as part of a programme to
make people more familiar with its products
as the use of alternative investments grows.

The pace of investment in alternatives in
Asia has already quickened considerably.
Providers focused on the Asian market such
as the Eurekahedge and Asiahedge
databases have helped to focus attention on
the area, and we expect the number of
single manager funds, funds of hedge funds
and the amount of money from the area
allocated to hedge funds all to increase
dramatically over the next 18 months. ■
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Hedge funds that have set up shop in places
like Singapore and Hong Kong generated 30
per cent of all reported commissions earned
by brokers over the past 12 months on
trades of Asian stocks, according to recent
research from Greenwich Associates.

“Large hedge funds from the United States
and Europe are looking to diversify both in
terms of strategy and geography,” says
Greenwich Associates consultant John Feng.
“As a result of the entry of these actively
trading investors and the growth of regional
hedge funds focused on Asia, the amount of
equity commissions generated on trades of
Asian shares has increased by 20 per cent
in each of the past two years.”

These comments are based on Greenwich
Associates’ 2005 Asian Equity Investors
Study. A new Greenwich Report presents the
results of this research, including key
findings on hedge funds’ growing influence
in the region, expected rates of return on
equities from countries throughout Asia, the
use of portfolio trading, and compensation
levels of Asian equity professionals. 

Higher turnover driven by growing hedge
fund activity
In terms of Asian equity assets under
management, the typical hedge fund
examined in the Greenwich Associates study
maintains a portfolio that is only one-third the
size of the Asian stock holdings of the
average institutional investor in the region.
When it comes to the amount of
commissions paid to brokers on Asian share
trades however, hedge funds and other types
of institutions are essentially equal.

Due to their high levels of portfolio

turnover, the global and regional hedge
funds that are arriving in Singapore, Hong
Kong and other Asian trading centers in ever
increasing numbers are generating a
disproportionate amount – about 30 per cent
– of the total commissions that brokers are
earning trading Asian stocks. “While a robust
new issues market has provided a boost to
commission levels, the largest part of this
growth can be attributed to the trading
volumes generated by these hedge funds,”
says Greenwich Associates consultant Jay
Bennett.

Total equity commissions generated by
institutions based in Asia grew to USD900
million for the 12 months leading up to third
quarter 2005, up 20 per cent from the same
period in the previous year. The increase is
all the more impressive when viewed in light
of the downward trend in equity commission
rates, which have fallen by two to three
basis points for major markets in Asia over
the past two years, and is a clear indication
of sharply higher turnover.

Positive outlook on market returns, albeit
more cautious than the past
All told, 2005 represented something of a
mixed bag for Asian equity markets in terms
of overall performance. While institutional
investors remain optimistic about
performance in the region in the coming year,
new data from Greenwich Associates reveals
that a hint of caution has begun to set in.

“For the past two years, institutions’
expected rates of return on Asian equities
have averaged between 10 and 15 per cent,”
notes Feng. “This year, we see expectations
falling in the lower end of that range, which
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is still robust relative to many other major
markets, but is slightly less bullish than we
have seen in the recent past.”

Asian institutions’ expected rates of return
for the coming year on stocks from the
region range from a low of 7.5 per cent for
India to a high of almost 11 per cent for
Taiwan. In addition, expected returns for
Hong Kong, China, Singapore and Korea fall
into a remarkably narrow range between 9
and 10 per cent.

“At the lowest end of the range, in India,
the overall average expectation is dragged
down by a considerable minority – about 25
per cent of investors – that expect negative
returns from Indian shares,” says Bennett.
“Conversely, Korea stood out in having the
highest proportion of investors expecting
very strong returns, as almost 15 per cent of
institutional investors say they anticipate that
returns on Korean shares will top 20 per cent
again for the coming year.”

Portfolio trading grows, but electronic
trading still in infancy
Asian institutions have been slower than
their counterparts in other markets to adopt
low-cost trade execution alternatives such as
direct market access systems. According to
the latest Greenwich Associates research,
Asian institutions execute nearly 85 per cent
of their total trading volume via single-stock
trades with a broker sales trader.

Most of the business diverted away from
broker sales traders has been directed to
portfolio trading, which accounts for about 13
per cent of total Asian equity trading volume.

Non-algorithmic direct market access
trades (DMA) make up just 3 per cent of
Asian institutions’ equity trading volume, and
self-directed algorithmic trading business
accounts for just 1 per cent of total volume.
By contrast, institutions in the U.S. have
raised their DMA and algorithmic trading to
18 per cent of their total volume. 

Only about one-in-10 Asian investment
managers (excluding hedge funds) say they
actively use DMA systems for their single-
stock trading business. However, several
trends suggest the potential for considerable
growth in DMA and algorithmic trading in
Asia. For starters, half of hedge funds are
already using DMA for their Asian share
business.

Further, Asian institutions that experiment
with direct market access seem to use the
systems just as much as institutional users in
other markets. “While direct market access is
still in early stages among Asian institutions
overall, funds that use the systems tend to
execute about 15 per cent of their total
trading volume via DMA, whether they are in
the United States or Asia,” says Feng.

Asian institutions are on a similar footing
with their US counterparts when it comes to
the use of portfolio trading for client
business, excluding proprietary trading or
retail volume.

“More than half of Asian institutions are
now using portfolio trading,” says Bennett.
“Furthermore, those that do use these
systems have increased the portion of their
total trading executed through portfolio
trades from 19 per cent in 2003 to nearly a
quarter in 2005. Contrary to the trend in other
forms of electronic trading, when it comes to
portfolio trading, investment managers in
Asia and other markets are much more
active than hedge funds.” ■
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